Dear Colleagues,

In spring 2018, we will launch Binghamton University’s Human Rights Institute (HRI), and we invite you to join us. Take a moment to tell us about your human rights research and teaching, and the ways the HRI can best support your work. We welcome diverse approaches to human rights and social justice. Return form to amoore@binghamton.edu.

Name: _______________________________
Title: _____________________________
Department: _______________________

Your research themes:

| Brief project descriptions: |
| _____________________________ |
| _____________________________ |
| _____________________________ |

Key words (include methodologies as well as other key search terms):

| Human rights-related courses: |
| _____________________________ |

I am interested in the following:

- [ ] Working group
  (could include reading newly published work pertaining to a research theme, workshopping research, co-authoring a working paper or essay for publication, etc.)
  Areas of interest: _____________________________
- [ ] Brown bag lunch series for faculty to informally share their research
  (Optional) I would like to share my research on: _____________________________
- [ ] Outside speakers series
  (Optional) Suggested speakers: _____________________________
- [ ] Helping to organize or participate in an HRI workshop or symposium
  Theme: _____________________________
- [ ] Manuscript preparation or publisher presentation
  (work with an internal group and possibly an external reviewer to prepare an HRI affiliate’s book manuscript for publication; invite a human rights series acquisitions editor to campus)
- [ ] Human rights film series
  (I might incorporate one or more films into my class(es) and could serve as a discussant)
  (Optional) Recommended film(s): _____________________________
- [ ] Grant-writing circle
- [ ] Undergrad or grad (circle or underline one) research assistance
  Project name: _____________________________
- [ ] Developing local, national or international partners for my research
- [ ] Participating in a working group on human rights pedagogy

The ideas above are okay, but I would rather the HRI support or organize the following:

- [ ] I can’t participate in any of these options right now, but keep me informed of upcoming activities.
- [ ] None of the above